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“ In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.
The same was in the beginning with God. All things were made by him; and without
him was not any thing made that was made. In him was life; and the life was the light
of men. And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not.

There was a man sent from God, whose name was John. The same came for a witness,
to bear witness of the Light, that all men through him might believe. He was not that
Light, but was sent to bear witness of that Light. That was the true Light, which lighteth
every man that cometh into the world. He was in the world, and the world was made
by him, and the world knew him not. He came unto his own, and his own received him
not. But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God,
even to them that believe on his name: which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of
the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God. And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt
among us, (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father,) full
of grace and truth. “

- John, a disciple of Jesus Christ.



Let's not get too off course in modern life

Such a thing like that has never been so easy to do. With the things around us today it is
all too easy to get distracted and lose our spiritual senses. Without our spiritual senses
we act senselessly. Lots have turned to bad things. Lots have engaged in wicked
lifestyles. Everyone is living under poor influences. It is a bad time in human history. It
is full of the worst people you can imagine doing the worst things possible. There are
openly blatant thieves. There are destructive people and harmful people. People have
gone away from the wisdom of God. The only true wisdom comes from God. Without it
we are a mess. We all know that. They never will. They will never consider that that is
what the problem is. Quite the opposite, they have made God their enemy. It is for that
reason that God is not with us as much as He would be.

The wickedness of today’s time

Yes we’ve seen the “openly blatant” thievery occurring all around. I remember when
this began to occur. I was quite shocked to see that people were going into stores, filling
up big bags with things, then just leaving with it all. I thought it was just a phenomenon
of where I lived (San Francisco.) I told my brother about it who asked why the
employees didn’t stop them. They are told not to engage with them because they fear
being sued. Which is a problem itself. People suing for millions of dollars bankrupting
entities all around– or at least leading there. This started to occur all around since then.

We find people around who falsely accuse others. They make up some offense against
them then call the police in the hopes of having them arrested. With nothing more
wrong done than existing, a thing that offends them. If the respect towards them is not
paramount then they take it as an offense and call the police on them. The very meaning
of the name Satan is The Accuser. He is also a thief, by the way, and a murderer.

We all know about the mass murders occurring as well. What was once a rare thing to
happen has become somewhat common, even happening a few times every month.
There are people with the worst of plots which were miraculously caught before they
could do massive harm.

The mentality of people is twisted around. Hedonism has become the common rule.
Materialism means more than anything spiritual does. Personal power is an important
thing for such people. People are taught to be selfish. Christianity has become some bad
and forbidden thing. It has been ridiculed to no end.



Are these the end times?

Could be. The Bible says that we will not know the day that Jesus Christ will return. It
does say there will be many false Christs in those times. It says to not believe them. The
Bible says that there will be no greater calamity in those times, from the past, or ever
will be. A trainwreck of a time. A time of wicked rule. As Paul said:

3 But know this: that in the last days, grievous times will come. 2 For men will be lovers of self, lovers of
money, boastful, arrogant, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, 3 without natural
affection, unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, fierce, not lovers of good, 4 traitors, headstrong,
conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, 5 holding a form of godliness, but having denied
its power. Turn away from these, also.

The mechanism of the Antichrist has never been so possible. The Bible says that unless
people worship the Antichrist (who rules over the world as the supreme evil) he will
not allow you to have money. Not without the mark of the Beast on your hand or head.
Not without his number. These things are very indicative of a chip in the hand to use to
buy things, a credit card, with the number in mind. Be warned however, that those who
worship the Beast will receive damnation from it. Another characteristic of him is that
he will unite the world, which is another thing that has only been just recently possible.

The best things about Heaven

The Bible says that there will be a new Heaven and a new Earth. Heaven is where God
is. The Bible says that God will come to Earth someday and establish His kingdom here.
That is in the Lord’s Prayer (thy kingdom come.) Jesus was spat out with a crown of
thorns on his head. He will return with great glory and all the angels of heaven.

Heaven on Earth will be just like Earth is already, only people will be holy and there
will be no pain and suffering. It will be a new great big Garden of Eden. We will do
much of what we do already. We will have our loved ones with us. We will be given a
home that is perfect for us. Where we want to live, so it will be. We will pick out where
we want to live and it will be a place that we will have forever. We will never be evicted,
never made homeless.

It will be scientifically wonderful.. Technologically great. That is the power of Heaven
on earth. The power and knowledge of angels will be with us. Things will be greatly



beautiful. Not plain. It will be great to the eyes. The Bible describes that Heaven will be
magnificent.

We will receive greater bodies. They will not be subject to pain or illness. Even if they
are, any problem with our bodies will be easily fixed. We will not grow fat. We will not
die of cancer. There will be no mental illness.

We will have universal basic income. Our resources will be unlimited however. We will
never lack power/electricity, or food, as food will be procured scientifically. (Food will
come by means of technology over the herding of animals.) Fruit trees will remain.
Good and bad will come together and live peacefully together (Issiah 11:6.) under Jesus
Christ. When we hear the word “Kingdom” we must know it is a Kingdom without war
or oppression. A human kingdom is different from the kingdom of God. God’s
kingdom will be a utopia that is not possible from us.

The best virtues and values that a Christian can have.. In modern times

I would put maturity at the top. People either grow up to become unlawful or mature
as they get older. Those who haven’t matured may have a problem to deal with. It could
take a hard lesson for them to become better people. Unless someone is mentally
psychotic or sociopathic then they will. Unfortunately those who are abused have a
difficult time understanding what “good” is to begin with. Their parents taught them
there is no good. Some are spoiled too. Disciplining children has become a “bad” thing
in today’s world. Modern psychology has done a lot of damage to modern America. It
teaches people to be selfish and look for excuses. It guides them into being weak and
selfish at the same time.

We have seen what immaturity has led to. These people trash stores because they
wouldn’t take their credit card or sell them beer without an ID. Those are real examples.
A worse one was that a group of teenagers entired into a store and deliberately trashed
it (through and through) for just the pleasure of it. And as well there are people who go
into a fit of rage over trivial things. Like “how dare you shovel the snow off of my
sidewalk. I didn’t say you could go on my property.”

Peacekeeping is a valuable Christian virtue. That means turning enemies into friends.
That means apologizing and making up for some rude circumstance you didn’t mean to
get into with them. It means to turn the other cheek. I don’t have any problem with that
one. Especially while I’m on the bus and someone has something to say. While on the



bus there are sorts of manners people expect, expect too much sometimes. They may
just decide to rail you for no reason. I regard those kinds of people as being dangerous
and best left alone. Sooner or later they are going to anger the wrong person. They’ll go
where they are going.

Sometimes rules seem dumb and pointless but it is best to follow them anyway. There
are those that start arguments over wearing a mask that lead them to be arrested. They
make up stuff to put and take from the American constitution and go off into their
fighting for their rights kind of ways. The problem at the base was minor: you have to
wear a mask. But some really take that requirement as a deep and personal offense
against them.

Some just thrive on drama.

A third one I’ll list is self control. They say that anger is something like a volcano. It
needs to vent out else it greatly erupts. That isn’t true. That only teaches you to be
angry. It is like a person with a porn addiction. They were taught to not “repress” their
urges. “Repress” is nothing but a dirty word for “restraint” when it is used that way. We
should remain in control. We should remain masters over our center, bottom and top.

Like James said in the Bible, humans are able to guide great ships but they cannot
control their own tongues. Cursing and anger go hand in hand. They are coupled
together. You don’t spout curse words out at another gently. So as long as they are kept
and spoken an anger problem travels along with them.

Moderation fixes a lot. The Bible says that drinking isn’t a sin unless you get drunk.
Buying a scratcher once a week will not make you lose every dime. Drinking a little can
make you feel a little better. With moderation you can work on things without
becoming obsessive over them. Unless you eat too much you will not become obese. It
is a good rule in general. A little is okay, too much is not.

Remorse and regret

Were it not for coming across a sermon about remorse and regret I would have
continued to have that problem. Like many Christians I believed that those things made
me better towards God. We could be a completely better person than we were when we
were younger. Yet believe that these negative feelings make us better.. When we already



are better. So I would say that if you are a good person then God has captured you into
His flock. At that, regret and fear no more.

I in fact heard a preacher say that regret and remorse are things that demonic spirits
would impose on you. It is not good to feel inadequate towards God. In our lifetime we
must come to the conclusion that we are blessed with forgiveness and receive that
grace. It is Christian to receive that grace. The Bible says we are all sinners. From birth.
What little or a lot doesn’t matter. Paul described himself as the worst sinner that ever
was. The Bible teaches that salvation is a gift and not something we earn.

Bad influences all over

Inasmuch controversy sells, so have the things of The Devil infiltrated popular forms of
entertainment.

It began lighthearted. It began relatively harmless. Some past cartoons that by today’s
standards are tame. But there was a time when Rock and Roll was known to have come
from the Devil. If we fast forward just a short time, that form of music rapidly became
metal music, which is openly about devil worshiping. Along with those movies, later
cartoons, and other things. RPG games may not have you doing rituals with occult tools
but the effect is the same. It invites the demonic into one’s life. When put together it all
has brought demonic spirits into the world which is clearly visible in today’s time.

It doesn’t have to have the name to be what it is. It is in sexual music, gangster rap,
horror films, films which idolize violence, pornographic material, and other things that
are contrary to what is Holy. In earlier times The Devil made the organ, a musical
instrument detested by the clergy which found its way in. Later, it was said that The
Devil taught a man “the blues,” and we know what change that brought. The Blues led
to Rock, which led to metal. The Bible says that The Devil is a master musician. Ages of
Christian standards have been thrown out in a matter of decades. There is a very real
power that has made it so. That power is very formidable and has corrupted people to
the bone.

Living Holy

A person can’t hardly be Holy and yet be Worldly. That means keeping bad influences
out of your life. It means to identify a distraction and avoid that. It means having God
in your life daily, and even hourly. It means doing well in life, to do good towards



others. It means reading the Bible everyday even if it is just an hour before you go to
bed. It means going to a good church. It means helping the poor. It means to forgive
knowing that to the extent you do it is matched by God. Against the world, for the
spiritual: a world such as this is not our own. We have our hearts set on eternity.

If we can keep in mind that this world around us was not made for us then we can keep
on track going for the spiritual reward. The promise of Heaven. The thing we cannot yet
see but that we know will come to be, someday. We should not be burdened by the
concerns of the world. Compared to Heaven the world is worth nothing. You could
compare it to a handful of diamonds and a handful of sand. The world is sand. Heaven
are the diamonds. The flesh is a sluggish thing. The flesh is ever susceptible to death.
The flesh ever looks for pleasure. Relative to Heaven it is a poor and sluggish thing that
will never find what it is looking for: unconditional happiness. That is ever elusive yet
most people will spend all of their days looking for it.

We follow after The Great Light. We go where Jesus Christ is guiding us. Even if we are
alone in our regard we have Jesus Christ with us. We eventually come out of the
darkness. We will eventually enter into God’s kingdom. As Jesus said “seek first the
kingdom of God and his righteousness and God will give you everything else you
need.” (Matthew 6:33.)

Do not give a dime to a mega preacher

These people have taken God’s word and turned it into monetary gain. What are you
paying for if they live in mansions? One of the worst things I heard from them was a
corruption of the “many mansions” verse. That verse which says “in my Father’s
kingdom are many mansions.” They believe that their reward is now. The plain and
simple fact is that what money should be going to the poor is not being. Yet they live in
these extraordinary homes with extraordinary things. Just consider a moment then
what tithe you give them goes towards. Some will outright say “for a new personal jet.”
After all, God will have them travel in super first class without those sinful humans on
board. For all we know that mega preacher has his heart set on a new toilet.

They are either fakes to begin with or have convinced themselves that God wants them
to have an enormous amount of money. What about the poor though? There are people
out there sleeping on a sidewalk or bench who are hungry. But the mega preacher could
not settle on maybe a two or three bedroom home if it means s/he can help a lot of
those people? Then there is a third instance among them and that is that once they



started getting rich they were honest with themselves and knew it was ungodly. That’s
probably the rarest of circumstances.

Learn all you can from them, but with discretion. The lesson is the important thing. You
have to come to the conclusion that they either preach well or are perhaps just
motivational speakers. They are often just motivational speakers. “Worldly success
through God types.” After all– look at their success! TV is fine with learning biblical
things. That’s not always true though. Some of these online teachers twist around
scripture and just don’t have the theological background suitable for it.

It’s okay to have good things

It isn’t that God wants us to be poor. After all, He wants us to give good things to the
poor. He wants you to have good things, he wants the poor to have good things too.
That is truer to the way things are. There is no biblical sense in thinking that God
doesn’t want us to have things like good food and a good home. It is that He greatly
appreciates it when we give food to those who are starving. God does not want them to
suffer nor does He want us to.

It is not wise to harm yourself as though it is what you believe that that’s what God
wants. God does not corner and harm. That is something that The Devil does. God gave
every good thing to Job. Job lost it all and yet remained righteous. God then gave Job
many times more than what he had before. God wants our faith to be sincere, as was
tested by Abraham. God made Solomon a wealthy king because when asked what
Solomon wanted, Solomon told God that he wanted to be a wise ruler. He could have
asked for wealth but didn’t. For that reason, God gave wealth to Solomon.

So there are three things to know here: God wants your love for Him to be sincere. God
wants all people to have good things. He wants the poor to have good things too. So
help the poor with what God has given you.

I once knew someone who was poor. She donated money to a Christian radio station.
Those people probably had more money than they’d ever need. She barely got by. Then
her boyfriend said, “why are you donating our money? WE are the ones who are poor!”

Christianity in practice



Christianity wasn’t made to be easy. It is different from modern ways. Modern ways
meaning life bettering philosophies, things like modern psychology. “Ways to get rich,”
things like that. Christianity is far apart from such modern philosophies. A person who
initially reads about it will find that the goal is not to get wealthy or find true happiness
(in this life anyway.) Christianity asks much more from us than that. It tells us to turn
the other cheek. That is something that is contrary to human nature. It talks about
unconditional love and forgiveness, especially for our enemies.

It is very philanthropic. It teaches us to help others. It says to go out of our way to help
others, in fact. If someone asks a yard from you then give them a mile, as Jesus Christ
said. The moral system of Christianity is based on love, faith in God, forgiveness, and
righteous living. It is not a worldly thing. It is a spiritual matter that leads us into God’s
kingdom when our time comes. Christians await the rapture and desire to do good in
life until that time comes. Which is important as the Bible says we should be seen doing
good, for if we start to beat the servants and become drunk with the drunkards then we
will be punished for it.

We believe in what is pure and Holy. We strive to reduce negative emotions as we fight
against sin. Christianity is a brotherly religion (sisterly, brotherly.) It was from the start
as Jesus Christ gathered 12 disciples. He did not preach on his own. He had those
beside them. He had a person next to him on the cross which followed him into heaven.
The person on the other side rejected him. Early Christians gathered and shared the
gospels despite being hunted down for it. That is the reason for the Church. We should
not take our freedom to preach and learn, to share and grow through a Church for
granted. We are all sheep following our shepherd, our Shepherd Jesus Christ.

The primary facets of Christianity

Christianity is the power of love over hate.

Christianity is the power of forgiveness over spite.

Christianity is the power of good over evil.

Christianity is the power of the cross. That while we sinned, and could never have
made a good enough sacrifice to atone for those sins, God brought His son into the
world to serve as that sacrifice. We invite Jesus into our hearts and ask for God’s
forgiveness, and through faith we are saved.



Christianity is a life of faith, prayer, and well doing. It is a life in which we follow the
model of Jesus Christ, the Son of God. Jesus Christ is our shepherd who leads us into
eternal life. For anyone seeking salvation those are the key things to know.

Pulpit pounders/ power happy preachers

Christianity is a powerful thing whether it is done in truth or misused/ used for evil. It
is the representation of God Himself, after all, so it carries with it God. I knew at least
one preacher who was only in it for the power it granted him. There is no sincerity
behind them. They usually don’t even actually believe that God exists. They know they
can rouse a lot of people and that is in fact productive in turning up new members.
They become a place of motivational power and “God’s wrath for all.” The members in
these sorts of Churches are more like those who support a political figure over an actual
preacher. They are in a “party” of strong men and women. They incorporate the Word
of God within it in order to give it a background, some structure, and power behind it.
But these are more people in a gang than they are in a real Christian church.

Receiving grace and peace

Jesus wanted us to be spiritually happy. He wanted us to be without worry. God wants
us to be without worry. He wants us to have faith in Him and know that we are safely
in His hands. God has set forth a life for us. He has known us before we were even born
into this world. Jesus wanted us to know that there is something greater waiting for us.
Even in his darkest hour, Jesus kept the faith. He triumphantly rose from the cross.

We shouldn’t feel negatively. We shouldn’t have any doubt in our salvation. We
shouldn’t have any doubt that God is with us from the beginning to the end, to the new
and eternal life we receive thereafter. The concerns of the world drag us all down. We
live under weight. You could call it the gravity of earthly existence. Some of us get a
glimpse of truly being in the spirit. I have felt it once in my life. Over a few days I
actually felt no weight at all over me. I suddenly felt deeply peaceful, deeply certain,
and perfectly light for a few days. I have not since gotten that feeling back. Those are
feelings of truly having the Holy Spirit in you.

If we do wrong we make up for it and move on. We are going to do bad things in life.
We are going to hurt others feelings sometimes. No matter how righteous we seek to be,
some bad things will come through. It is no good letting it drag you down, like



dragging yourself into a pit. Pits are not meant for us. We are meant to be uplifted in the
end and we certainly will. Along the way we try to make ourselves into the people
Jesus and God would have us be, but it is certainly understood that we are not perfect
beings.

Some preachers/ bible teachers of every kind, would make us feel guilty. They would
shame us into being “more” Christian. They would make us feel we are inadequate.
They are judgment rendering teachers whose lessons are built around hellfire if we
don’t abide. If that’s being done to you then just turn on the hymn “Just As I Am.”

Just as I am, without one plea
But that Thy blood was shed for me
And that Thou bid'st me come to Thee
Oh, Lamb of God, I come, I come

Just as I am, though tossed about
With many a conflict, many a doubt
Fighting and fears within without
Oh, Lamb of God, I come, I come

Ooh, just as I am, oh Lamb of God, I come
Just as I am, Thou wilt receive
Wilt welcome, pardon, cleanse, relieve
Because Thy promise I believe
Oh, Lamb of God, I come, I come

The Bible wants us to be wise

It does not teach us to enter into anything that would harm us. It was told to the
disciples that if someone does not accept what you have to say, then to move on. It says
“do not give your pearls to the swine, else they trample on them and turn to trample on
you.” In Matthew 24 we are taught to flee from danger in the calamitous times of The
End. It teaches us that “if we live by the sword we will die by the sword,” as Jesus said.
It says to settle any matter before it gets out of hand and you are handed over to the
authorities. The Bible clearly wants us to protect ourselves. It wants our survival.

Jesus and Solomon in particular taught wisdom.

There is no greater wisdom than that from the Holy Bible. It would make us good
people to begin with. It brings about calm and rationality. It teaches us to control our
emotions. It leads us away from a lost life where only pleasure/reward



pain/punishment matters. Those are the basis of the animal mentality. Christianity does
not leave out the spiritual aspects of life, which are absent among atheists. We do good
under God. We are led by God into righteous lives.

We have the very wisdom of God in our lives and it is always dependable, it always
serves us well. It always looks out for us. It always brings us into better places.

Without God in our society the worst evil emerges

The more that God is absent from our society the harder concentration of evil is present.

Without God in the lives of people, with the absence of The Holy Spirit, and without
Jesus Christ in their hearts, people will become wicked. People are taught that they are
animals in a pointless existence. They are taught that no one has a soul. So they are
pleasure seeking, power seeking, lust ridden, and without spiritual direction.

To the degree that God is absent in our lives, evil persists. There are some evil goings
going on. The use of drugs have never been so much of an unmanageable problem. That
is when things are truly lost for a person. Their lives become only about the next high.
People are miserable without God and turn to alcohol. Only the rich fare well. The
upper class who have everything catered to them. These great things will not always be
theirs. We all die. In our lifetime we have built the spirit of Christ within ourselves.
Hopefully very strongly so, just as deeply rooted as can be. Hopefully we built our
homes with brick and reside well enough inside without the wolf on the prowl able to
harm us.

The Devil has arrived and set loose to hunt. As the Bible describes “the prince of this
world,” as being like a lion on the prowl, so he is. He’d have things made after him. He
has brought forth his music, his movies, and even video games. He has conjured up
philosophies from hell to replace sound Christian doctrine. He has brought forth a
doctrine of evil. He would have people lost in it as thoroughly as could be. He is an
anti-shepherd.

My prayers for all of you

I pray for our protection as we need it more than we ever have before. I pray too for the
protection of our loved ones. I pray that we are not brought to harm.



I pray for a better world. One made by God, in which we will live, may your new world
be most excellent, oh God.

I pray that peace be brought back into the world. I pray for the grace of God to pour
over the earth. I pray that all bad things be washed away.

I pray that we stay on the right path. May Jesus Christ guide us into The Kingdom of
God. I pray that evil or bad things do not overcome us.

Let us see the signs. Let us understand them. Let them be seen clearly and not ignored
so that we are ready for your return, oh God.

Keep us healthy and alive until your return, if your return would happen in our
lifetime.

Do not let the power of The Devil damage us spiritually. Set our hearts on spiritual
things and build spiritual strength within ourselves.

Remember us for the good we have done and the good people we were from childhood
up until now, and lovingly bring us into Your Kingdom, Lord God, where we may
dwell forever and ever, Amen.

Becoming more strongly a Christian

Christianity can be difficult at first. Hopefully your parents were Christian who taught
you good Christian things. Then again, if you have brought yourself into Christianity
apart from them, then great for you. The lessons can be difficult at first. If a person has
lived a lifetime living apart from it then especially so. People are taught to be strong and
have strength over others. With a lifetime of looking for good material things the
spiritual may have not even been brought into consideration.

Bring them into consideration starting today, if you are new to Christianity.

It is in our practice to forgive others. It is in our practice to love our enemies. It is in our
practice to turn the other cheek. I’ve known at least a few Christians who would take
that scripture, reject it, and say “God doesn’t expect me to do that!” Or they just ignore
it entirely as though it doesn’t exist. Being a stronger Christian means learning to follow



the more difficult parts. Otherwise you are “weakly” a Christian. Otherwise you are
only a Christian when it is easy and convenient for you.

It gets easier. In fact, after a little difficulty it can become something natural. You could
say at that point you carry the body of Christ within you.

I would say “master the more difficult parts.” If you have already mastered the easier
stuff then it is best to focus on those things that are harder to follow. Consider it like a
job. There are easier tasks to do. We all want to just do those easier tasks instead of
working on the more difficult ones. The boss wants us to do the whole job, not only the
easier things. You wish you could just keep sweeping until the end of the work day. The
boss wants you on the grill though. Over time though you learn everything there is to
know and become a great employee, even one that deserves a great raise!

Those that are hell bound are more like those that curse out the boss. That does not
work. That comes in late. That makes excuses. Then they get fired!

God’s coming wrath

When we see these very bad things happening on the news over and over and over
again we become desensitized to it. Something that would take up the news for weeks
because of its brevity and rarity has become something here and gone within days. God
does not forget however. Just think of that. He does not forget the least or the worst.
When children are killed He is only hurt from it more and more. He sees and knows the
most to the least. A fury is building up. The time is approaching. Evil has grown strong
and surely He will not allow it to persist much longer. The majority have forced Him
out of our lives and our society. It isn’t that He “isn’t doing anything about it,” it is that
“they didn’t want Him here.” They have made an art out of blasphemy. They have
made riches out of blasphemy. In movies, in TV, cartoons, even in video games,
blasphemy is everywhere. Our art forms and creative things have been disgusting as of
late. It is all as vulvar as can possibly be, to no end, the worse, the better. It taints the
minds of our children. I am not a fool. I don’t agree when they reject any presumption
that these things do not have a bad influence on kids. They do. They are teaching a
whole generation things of vulgarity and violence. If things are bad now, think of how
bad they will become.

Modern Christianity



Depending on what the world is like, Christianity requires a different focus. It is always
The Truth in full. The tools we use from age to age change however. What was really
important in one era is different from the next. It’s relative in a different way. In a world
where everyone is civil and mature then there are different things to be focusing on
while teaching Christianity. In a world where maturity is lost, the lesson of maturity has
never been so important. We don’t teach people what they already know, we don’t tell
them to do things that no one has a problem with doing in the first place.

Things in fact don’t only depend on time but also place. This is a time and place where
maturity is important.. In America. The human race has become a childish race,
especially here in America. While in certain other nations people are adults just as much
as can be.

One strong example of this is a work ethic. People scramble to get disability money.
Some say that it is The Church that should be responsible that helps people, not the
state. The Antichrist will be a leader that will control who has money and who has food.
Those that accept his name and number either on hand or head will have money and
food. What does that sound like? EBT? SSI? A hundred years ago, and all time before
that, work and life were inseparable. People took whole days working. Life depended
on it. In a society where laziness is a bit much than the Biblical lessons of working hard
are more relevant, are more important.

People who follow God are not fools

It is so brazenly against common sense to look upon the world and believe it came from
a big bang. The James Webb Space Telescope is contradicting that science. Scientists get
a lot wrong. They even have to rewrite whole books. Books they thought were surely
true but one thing appears that makes it all fall apart.

The sun appears the same size as the moon. That took a mathematical exactness. Day
and night, the seasons, the years, the ages, the formation of stones, the animal kingdom,
God’s creation of us, are of beautiful design. They were magnificently created by God.

God raises His children well. He raises them more wisely than any parent ever could on
their own. He raises them better than anything else ever could. The wisdom of His Son
is astonishing. His words are so great as to be captivated, retold, lived by, bringing
interest to minds for two thousand years now. The way that Jesus spoke is unlike that of
any ordinary person. He was extraordinary in what he taught.
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